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1. Introduction to Fast Checkout
Allow your guests to check out as quickly as a couple of clicks. Save customers from
annoying checkout steps with innumerable fields that require unnecessary information. With Fast
Checkout you can simply select what data the user should share. All fields to fill in will be
displayed on one page - no reloads, authorization, wasting time and precious customers. In
the back-office, you can easily access customer info.
Key features:
•

Fast checkout

•

All fields to fill in on one page

•

Necessary information only

•

Auto authorization

•

Easy to access info in the back-end

•

Possibility of making fields obligatory

•

Enable/disable shipping and payment steps

Overall Information
Default checkout process in Prestashop seems to be overextended: the user has to authorize
and complete 6 steps. Maintain strong consumer loyalty by offering a superefficient shopping
experience to your guests.
Fast Checkout is a smart solution: it’s now admin who decides what information the guest should
provide. All the fields are displayed on one page. The user no longer wastes time creating a
profile: the module creates it automatically.
The admin can assign a data type to a field. Data type limits the information the user can provide
so that the typos could be excluded.
Moreover, to make checkout super-fast the module provides options to exclude Payment and
Shipping steps. With just two clicks you can turn off/on these steps from the default checkout
procedure, so a common customer can potentially have only the Confirm Order page to accept.
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2. How to Install and Deactivate
How to Install
1. Set 777 or 0777 on the folders: '/modules/'
Important! Change all permissions back after installation.
2. Modules -> Add a module from my computer -> Choose the file
(belvg_fastcheckout.zip) -> Upload this module. Choose module in section "Front Office
Features" and install module
3. Preferences -> Performance -> Smarty-> Force compile ->
Yes Preferences -> Performance -> Smarty-> Cache: No

How to Deactivate
Click the button Disable in Modules -> Front Office Features.
To remove the extension form the server, press Delete in Modules -> Front Office
Features.
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3. How to Configure
Configuring Checkout fields
First off, let us show how you can create and configure checkout fields which you can add to or
remove from the checkout pages.
Log in to the admin panel, and we will show all you may need to configure.
Navigate to Modules -> Belvg Fast Checkout Fields.

Click Add new to create a new field.
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In the Admin name field enter the name of the Fast Checkout field. It will be displayed in the back
office.
In the Name field enter the name of the Fast Checkout field. It will be displayed on the front end.
In the Validate type menu select the data type the user is expected to enter while checking out.
Finally, select if the field is obligatory.
Configuring Checkout Steps
To give you more control over the checkout process we have enabled the possibility to switch
on/off the Shipping and Payment steps:
Go to Modules -> Modules -> Fact Checkout –Configure.
Here you can select either to include or exclude the Shipping and Payment steps from the
checkout.

If you disable all steps a customer will be sent directly to the Confirmation page once he fills
in all the required fields at Step 1. No additional Shipping and Payment steps will show up.
This way you can make the checkout process really a convenient and friendly action.
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In case you enable one or both of the options the Shipping and Payment steps will be
offered for completion after the Order Confirmation step.
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4. How to Use
Now that you have created Fast Checkout fields, they appear when the user checks out:
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User information appears in the back office. For guests the user profile is crated automatically.
The order status and the payment method are stated as “Fast Checkout”.

Do you have questions about extension configurations?
Contact us and we will help you in a moment.
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Our Office: M.Bogdanovicha 130, Minsk, Belarus
We look forward to your feedback. Comments, opinions and suggestions
are largely appreciated. Read our blog and follow us on Facebook, Twitter,
Google+ and LinkedIn to know BelVG latest news, analytics and discount
offers. See you online!

BelVG blog

http://blog.belvg.com

Facebook page

http://facebook.com/BelVGcom

Twitter page

http://twitter.com/BelVG_com

E-mail

store@belvg.com

Google+ page http://gplus.to/BelVG
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In page http://linkedin.com/company/belvg
Skype

store.belvg

Phone

US: +1 650 924 9963
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